


 

 

 
 

  

development of - any technologies, aircraft or spacecraft that are contrary to any of NZ’s obligations and 
commitments to ensure that space is only used for peaceful purposes.  
 
Conclusion: Why a NZ aerospace strategy? 
 
More fundamentally is the question others have also raised as to whether there should be any involvement of 
the state beyond strict regulation of an aerospace industry in New Zealand. There are literally hundreds, 
perhaps thousands, of different kinds of areas of study and interest that could be at the heart of a specific 
government strategy for development. Why are we not aiming to become a global leader in oceanography, given 
we have one of the largest EEZs in the world? Volcanology?  Seismology? Cancer research? Ecological 
restoration? Any or all of these have vastly more immediate relevance to New Zealanders, and opportunities for 
scientific and commercial collaboration that doesn’t immediate invite in arms dealers.  
 
This entire exercise – an aerospace strategy, a space agency etc – are all utterly reactionary. They arose because 
of Rocket Lab. They were not a thoughtful exploration of the kinds of things that might truly benefit New 
Zealanders or, better yet, the world. They are not the result of some identified need in the country.  
 
Most aerospace work is done for governments: the largest, the US, but also the European Space Agency, the 
Russians, Chinese, Indians etc. Choosing to develop an aerospace industry in the absence of very specific 
government objectives for a space programme is essentially inviting companies in to work for the militaries of 
other states. This is inherently problematic and undemocratic as it requires one sovereign state to submit to the 
national security objectives of another state. It is also problematic insofar as the driving aim of these state-
sponsored programmes is the control, by way of miltiary force, of space and its resources.  
 





 

 

more widely before developing this strategy and needs to address the overall Space Policy and review of the 
relevant legislation and Treaty obligations before coming to Māori to discuss this kind of strategy. 

 

 

  










